Primary Coordinators

Certain AISD, RRISD, PISD and Charter elementary schools have a primary coordinator assigned who has priority when making placements there. Before making any placements in an elementary school in these districts, please consult the list of primary coordinators. If the school has a primary coordinator, check with him or her before making any placements at that school. If you are interested in being the primary coordinator for a school that doesn't have one, please contact fieldexp@austin.utexas.edu.

Austin ISD

- Allison Elementary - Bonnie Elliott
- Andrews Elementary - Dottie Hall
- Baldwin Elementary - Bonnie Elliott
- Barrington Elementary - Lucy Camarillo-May (Bil)
- Becker Elementary - Amy Kinkade
- Blackshear Elementary - Amy Kinkade
- Blanton Elementary - Lucy Camarillo-May (Bil)
- Blazier Elementary - Lucy Camarillo-May (Bil)
- Boone Elementary - Dottie Hall
- Brentwood Elementary - Amy Kinkade
- Brooke Elementary - Kelly Cruise
- Brown Elementary - Lucy Camarillo-May (Bil)
- Campbell Elementary - Sheri Mycue
- Casey Elementary - Lucy Camarillo-May (Bil)
- Casis Elementary - Melissa Wetzel
- Cook Elementary - Dottie Hall
- Cowan Elementary - Jim Hoffman / Melissa Wetzel
- Cunningham Elementary - Sheri Mycue
- Dawson Elementary - Kelly Cruise
- Dobie Pre-Kindergarten Center - Amy Kinkade and Lucy Camarillo-May (Bil)
- Doss Elementary - Sheri Mycue
- Galindo Elementary - Bonnie Elliott and Nayelli Ramos (Bil)
- Govalle Elementary - Dottie Hall
- Guerrero-Thompson - Melissa Wetzel and Lucy Camarillo-May (Bil)
- Harris Elementary - Dottie Hall
- Hart Elementary - Amy Kinkade
- Houston Elementary - Jim Hoffman/ Melissa Wetzel and Lucy Camarillo-May (Bil)
- Jordan Elementary - Nayelli Ramos (Bil)
Joslin Elementary - Sheri Mycue
Kocurek Elementary - Dottie Hall
Langford Elementary - Lucy Camarillo-May (Bil)
Linder Elementary - Sheri Mycue and Nayelli Ramos (Bil)
Maplewood Elementary - Sheri Mycue and Nayelli Ramos (Bil)
Mathews Elementary - Amy Kinkade
McBee Elementary - Nayelli Ramos (Bil)
Menchaca Elementary - Sheri Mycue
Metz Elementary - Bonnie Elliott and Nayelli Ramos (Bil)
Norman Elementary - Dottie Hall
Oak Hill Elementary - Amy Kinkade and Lucy Camarillo-May (Bil)
Oak Springs Elementary - Sheri Mycue
Odom Elementary - Lucy Camarillo-May (Bil)
Ortega Elementary - Bonnie Elliott and Nayelli Ramos (Bil)
Overton Elementary - Sheri Mycue
Padron Elementary - Kelly Cruise
Palm Elementary - Kelly Cruise
Patton Elementary - Katie Tackett
Pecan Springs Elementary - Dottie Hall
Perez Elementary - Nayelli Ramos (Bil) and Dotti Hall (ESL)
Pickle Elementary - Sheri Mycue
Pillow Elementary - Dottie Hall
Pleasant Hill Elementary - Kelly Cruise
Reilly Elementary - Lucy Camarillo-May (Bil)
Ridgetop Elementary - Katie Tackett and Lucy Camarillo-May (Bil)
Rodriguez Elementary - Kelly Cruise
Rosedale School - Katie Tackett
Sanchez Elementary - Lucy Camarillo-May (Bil)
Sims Elementary - Kelly Cruise
St. Elmo Elementary - Lucy Camarillo-May (Bil)
Summitt Elementary - Amy Kinkade
Sunset Valley Elementary - Nayelli Ramos (Bil)
Travis Heights Elementary - Amy Kinkade and Nayelli Ramos (Bil)
Uphaus Early Childhood Learning Center - Lucy Camarillo-May (Bil)
Walnut Creek Elementary - Sheri Mycue
Webb Primary Center - Lucy Camarillo-May (Bil)
Williams Elementary - Bonnie Elliott
Winn Elementary - Kelly Cruise
Wooldridge Elementary - Lucy Camarillo-May (Bil)
Wooten Elementary - Kelly Cruise
Zavala Elementary - Sheri Mycue and Nayelli Ramos (Bil)

Round Rock ISD
Berkman Elementary - Bonnie Elliott
Caraway Elementary - Katie Tackett
Elsa England - Bonnie Elliott
Fern Bluff Elementary - Bonnie Elliott
Forest North Elementary - Bonnie Elliott
Jollyville Elementary - Bonnie Elliott
Laurel Mountain Elementary - Amy Kinkade
Live Oak Elementary - Katie Tackett
Pond Springs Elementary - Bonnie Elliott
Purple Sage Elementary - Bonnie Elliott

Pflugerville ISD
Copperfield Elementary - Katie Tackett and Nayelli Ramos (Bil)
Delco Primary - Nayelli Ramos (Bil)
Northwest Elementary - Katie Tackett
Parmer Lane Elementary - Katie Tackett and Nayelli Ramos (Bil)
River Oaks Elementary - Katie Tackett and Nayelli Ramos (Bil)
Ruth Barron Elementary - Katie Tackett and Nayelli Ramos (Bil)
Spring Hill Elementary - Nayelli Ramos (Bil)
Wieland Elementary - Katie Tackett

Other Districts
Del Valle ISD
Leander ISD
Manor ISD
Charter Schools

University of Texas Elementary School - Amy Kinkade and Katie Tackett
Wayside School, Altamira Academy - Dottie Hall
Wayside School, Eden Park - Dottie Hall
Wayside School, REAL Learning Academy - Dottie Hall